Since Structural Focus’ 2001 inception, the firm has designed several million square feet of new structures and rehabilitated hundreds of existing buildings, including numerous historic projects, dozens of which are on the National Register of Historic Places.

Whether the projects involve historic restoration or detailed laboratories, acoustically-sensitive post-production facilities or performance spaces, educational structures or corporate headquarters, a comprehensive effort is provided by the Structural Focus team to achieve the project goals and create the facility envisioned on time and on budget.

If you are interested in designing creative spaces for clients like Netflix, Apple, Google, Disney and more, Structural Focus is the place for you!

Contact:
Structural Focus
T: 310.323.9924
E: inquiry@structuralfocus.com
www.structuralfocus.com

Open positions currently include:

• Structural Intern Designer

Information on duties and requisite qualifications can be found on our website, using the QR code below.

Celebrating 20+ years of active operations, Structural Focus is focused on the future.